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KIDERA WILL DISCUSS ^  -Seven Named
PUBLICATIONS' PURPOSE
In response to the enthusiastic participation in the 
Journalism Workshop conducted during the past sum­
mer, the OBELISK staff is sponsoring a second Journ­
alism Seminar on Feb. 24, 1966. The seminar will be 
held at 1 :00 p.m. in the auditorium where Mr. Robert 
Kidera of Fordham University will discuss, “School 
Newspapers, Who Needs Them?”
Mr. Kidera is acting vice- 
president for university rela­
tions at Fordham University 
where he coordinates the activi­
ties of the offices of develop­
ment, alumni, and university 
publications.
Previous to his appointment 
at Fordham, Mr. Kidera par­
ticipated as director of univer­
sity relations and then assistant 
to the president for develop­
ment, and university relations 
at Cornell University. There, he 
also was executive director and 
secretary of the university 
council, an organization devoted 
to the overall development of 
the University.
Mr. Kidera was associated 
with Marquette University for 
14 years as professor of journ­
alism and served 2 years as di­
rector of the public relations 
program.
He is the author of Funda­
mentals of Journalism, and ar­
ticles in professional journals 
and magazines.
The newspaper staff editors 
of the eleven diocesan high 
schools, editors from Bridgeport 
and Fairfield public h i g h  
schools, and editors from sev­
eral private C a t h o l i c  high 
schools in Bridgeport, New 
Haven, and Stamford have 
been invited to participate in 
the Journalism Seminar.
Following the 1:00 p.m. con­
vocation, an informal discus­
sion will be held in the student 
lounge where refreshments will 
Continued on Page 7
Frosh Lead Academic List 
With 26 Receiving Henors
Robert Kidera
Sixty-seven students attained 
dean’s list grades for the Fall 
semester. Maureen Dursi top­
ped the list, which included 13 
first honor students and 16 sec­
ond.
D e a n  Maurice O’Sullivan 
stated to the OBELISK: “I 
am very pleased to announce 
the names of those who qualify 
for the Dean’s honor group 
by their superior academic 
achievement, and to extend our 
congratulations to them.
“The increasing number of 
juniors and sophomores who 
have earned this distinction for 
the first time should be a 
source of inspiration to their 
classmates and to the Class of 
1969 as should the presence of
so many student leaders 
the list the past semester.
on
“Our sincere hope is that the 
general evident improvement of 
scholarship will continue and be 
apparent in larger lists in each 
successive year.”
FIRST HONORS 
6 Juniors Place
Dursi, Maureen ’67 4.0
Narowski, Marianne ’67 3.83
Ryer, David ’67 3.82
Schwickert, Peter ’67 3.79
Grazynski, Loretta . ’69 3.76
Turecek, Mary Lu ’68 3.56
Carrafiello, Joan ’67 3.56
Pacific, Diane ’69 3.56
Flynn, Barbara ’68 3.53
Plouffe, Susan ’67 3.53
Kish, Arlene ’69 3.52
SG Begins Inter-College Meets 
At Iona Student-Council Debate
Kennelly Takes 
Education Post
Thirty Iona College Student 
Council members engaged in a 
heated debate during a recent 
meeting while three observant 
visitors scribbled occasional 
notes. On-lookers at the three- 
hour meeting Feb. 10 were 
SHU Student Government pres­
ident Maureen Dursi, vice-presi­
dent Israel Menchero, and re­
cording secretary Rosemarie 
Gorman.
Maureen explained the rea­
son for the trip. “In order to 
know how we may better serve 
the students of Sacred Heart 
University, SG members plan
Israel. “The two colleges have 
a lot in common.”
Discuss Functioning
After the meeting, five lon- 
ians treated the Pioneers to a 
light supper, during which they 
discussed the functioning of 
their respective councils. “I t’s 
reassuring to realize that other 
student councils face the same 
problems we do,” noted Rose­
marie. All three SG represen­
tatives agreed that the venture, 
although time-consuming, had 
been worthwhile.
The inter-college meetings 
are part of the SG program for 
the Spring ’66 term. During a
2t4 hour meeting Feb. 9, — 
first of the new semester —■ 
members concerned themselves 
primarily with internal prob­
lems and the topic of effective 
communication. Much of the 
agenda dealt with the tighten­
ing of regulations and policy 
already in effect. Results of 
this meeting were announced 
at the SG convocation Tuesday.
SG representatives will dis­
cuss projects and long range 
plans for the semester at their 
next regular meeting. Maureen 
emphasized during the convo­
cation that these meetings Eire 
open to anyone interested'. '
George, Susan ’68 3.50
Niedzwiecki, Dau l^ene ’69 3.50
Second Honors
Jakymec, Romanna ’68 3.47
Petorak, Saundra ’68 3.44
Brennan, Sharon ’69 3.44
Warner, David ’69 3.41
Bucci, Thomas ’69 3.41
Scalisi, Nanette ’67 3.41
Selvaggi, Ralph ’69 3.41
Christensen, Eric ’69 3.41
Russo, Anthony ’68 3.41
Sheehan, Susan ’69 3.38
Gorman, Rosemarie ’68 3.38
Lesko, Kenneth ’69 3.35
Ahlstrom, Carl ’68 3.34
Sagliano, Michael ’69 3.32
Balkite, Peter AA 3.31
CappeUieri, Adele ’67 3.31
Honorable Mention
Muldoon, Janet ’67 3.29
Napolitano, Linda ’69 3.29
Haley, Thomas . ’69 3.26
Helbig, Marilyn ’68 3.24
Gandarillas, Donna .’69 3.24
Sforza, Robert *69 3.24
Bennett, Leonard AA 3.22
Neri, Rosanne ’68 3.21
Willis, Anne ’67 3.21
Spitz, Lucy ’69 3.21
Michaels, Robert ’69 3.20
Lanzo, Stephen ’67 3.19
Glovaski, Regina ’68 3.18
Dunn, Frank ’67 3.18
Nachajska, Sr. M. M. ’69 3.18
Corbett, ’Thomas ’67 3.16
Correnti, Claudia ’69 3.15
Continued on Page 6
HERE: RINGS
A representative of the 
Josten Company wUl be here 
all day Thurs., Feb. 24, to 
measure Juniors tor class 
rings. AA students, gradu­
ating in June or August of 
this, year, w ill also be mea­
sured at this time.
Dr. William H. Conley recent­
ly announced the appointment 
of Dr. Edward Kennelly as the 
director of secondary education.
Dr. Kennelly, a native of 
Bridgeport, received his doc­
torate in education from New 
York University. He has held 
the positions of acting dean 
and professor of education at 
Seton Hall University and pro­
fessor at New York University. 
More recently. Dr. Kennelly 
served as superintendent of 
schools of Newark, N. J. Prev­
ious to this, he was the director 
of personnel, chief examiner at 
the board of examiners of the 
Newark public schools.
At present. Dr. Kennelly re­
tains  ^his post on the President’s 
Advisory Committee at Prince­
ton University and the Gradu­
ate School of Education Advis­
ory committee at Seton Hall.
to attend student council 
meetings at several area col­
leges. ’This will enable us to 
see how these groups have 
handled difficulties with which 
we are now confronted.”
NAJAMY: RE-STIMULATED STAFF 
TO RESUME IN TW O  WEEKS
The Sacred Heart SG mem­
bers are particularly Euixious to 
procure the opinion of student 
leaders on other campuses on 
such issues as faculty and ad­
ministration relations, com­
munications with the student 
body, finances, cafeteria facili­
ties, and SG-sponsored activi­
ties.
Administered by the Irish 
Christian Brothers and boasting 
cin enrollment of nearly 2100 
male undergraduates, Iona, of 
New Rochelle, N.Y. is a com­
muter college with off-campus 
resident students (no dorms). 
“This is the main reason we 
visited Iona first,” commented
By Tony Krulikowski
An exploding fire destroyed 
the Trumbull building which 
housed the transmitters for 
WSHU and WJZZ. ’The Booth 
Hill structure also contained a 
photography studio, where'fii^ 
men say the blaze apparently 
started. ..... .
WJZZ, an Eiffiliate of WICC, 
was able to resume transmis­
sion in a relatively short period 
of time. SHU’s station however, 
lost total transmission power.
50-Foot Flames
Fifty foot flames shot into 
the air during the height of 
the fire. Residents from miles
around could see the chemically 
fed blaze clearly in the night 
sky. Seventy-five firefighters 
were called to the scene but 
thick smoke and exploding 
cans made the battle intense-,.
. Studio Still BusVyj ; ’;,
Although transmissioh'-'is -in> - 
possible, the studio at WSHU 
is still busy with the hum of 
thirty eager student announ­
cers. Marilyn Helbig, a sopho­
more Einnouncer, expressed her 
regret saying, ‘"The microphone 
was always alive to me. Now 
it’s silent as a morgue.”
Mr. Abe Najamy said that 
he hopes to be back on the 
air in two weeks. ’The fulfill­
ment of this hope depends on 
how quickly a new building 
can be constructed to re-estab­
lish the new equipment.
. Phone calls, letters, and .ver- 
baL communications. have come 
, in-Jroiji. -niany oit. the.' WSHU 
HsteherS. relaying, regret and in- 
..'terest. Mr.-NajEimy realizes-that 
these responses have caused a 
“re-stimulus” in the radio staff.
Future Plans Unaffected
Future plans for the silent 
station remain unaffected by 
the fire. The new facilities of 
the University station wiU con­
tinue to relate vital education­
al programs. Associate News 
reports, and classical music.
WE A S K - W H Y ?
“Theirs was not to make reply
Theirs was not to reason why”, said Alfred Lord Tennyson 
of the “Light Brigade”, but we (the Student Body) must make a 
loud reply and earnestly question “Why” ? Why have we had only 
one convocation this year; why have we heard nothing else from 
the Faculty Committee about future convocations ?
These programs should be held with one purpose in mind: 
that they contribute to the major educational objectives of Sacred 
Heart University. We want to be exposed to the views of others. 
This intellectual stifling of the student body, whether it be willful, 
due to neglect, or to other reasons, can only produce harmful re­
percussions. It is making the student body intellectual passivists.
What we need, what we want, and what this institution of 
higher learning should be striving to give us is a well-rounded 
education and not one which will allow us to become bigoted and 
blind to the arguments and beliefs of others.
Although convocations do cost money, and are often poorly 
attended, they should be given equal footing with classes. If just 
one out of every student at the University attends a convocation, 
that means the scope of 14 students has been broadened. Although 
this broadening may be slight it will be measured in terms of 
greater intellectual curiosity, which has always proved contagious. 
As this drive for further knowledge takes root, it will push the 
University upward with it.
In many experiments conducted, a catalyst is added. So, too, 
in order for this experiment (Sacred Heart University) to progress 
and grow, an element such as this must be added. All universities 
are built upon the intellectual basis, that ferment brings change. 
In this case, it is the change that we need.
But . . .  if we do not start asking why right now, and not 
tomorrow or next week, we too will be carried with the Light 
Brigade into the valley of death: into the valley of intellectual 
death from which few ever return.
T H E  T I ME  H A S  C O M E . . .
The gasps outnumbered the chuckles as the Panta Delphian 
Society offered its performance for the first annual Skit Night. This 
plotless, unoriginal, filthy, and degrading presentation which could 
hardly come under the category of skit, was tasteless and offensive. 
We were certainly pleased to note that the faculty members men­
tioned were not present for this period of public humiliation.
The Panta Delphian Society is one of the 6 social-service or­
ganizations on campus. What service they rendered the university 
community with this farce we challenge them to describe. It cer­
tainly did not prove at all entertaining. An oft—repeated comment 
during the entire performance was “Leave it to the Panta Del- 
phians.”
Comparing this institution to its southern neighbor in such a 
manner, displayed a total lack of spirit and interest in the uni­
versity. It is the desire of most campus organizations to build up 
the image of Sacred Heart University. Those organizations who 
are more interested in degrading the name of the university should 
be re-evaluated.
The time has come for those who cannot handle responsibility 
to be challenged by those more serious organizations and students.
Liberalism How Far?
Students' Concern Lauded
Dear Dr. O’Sullivan,
It is my pleasure to thank you and 
the Ephebian Society for the wonderful 
party they gave for the patients in 
Caanan House last week.
It is indeed refreshing tg see a group 
of young men present the appearance 
they gave which impressed not only the 
patients, but the staff as well. In this 
day of long-haired, rebellious college 
students, the appetirance of fifteen 
young gentlemen in blazers and ties is 
just overwhelming. When questioned 
about their clean-cut attire, the presi­
dent replied, “That is the norm at 
Sacred Heart Univereity.” If this is so. 
You indeed have an institution to be 
proud of.
I have heard much about Sacred 
Heart University in the few years it 
has been in existence, gnd this group 
was the first real exposure I ’ve bad to 
any of your student body. Indeed, if 
they are the "Norm” at Sacred Heart, 
I  dare say that we will be hearing much 
more about your university. Because 
it is this type of student and futme 
alumni that will testify to the quality 
of Sacred Heart.
Again, my deepest thanks for the in­
terest this group has shown in society’s 
less fortunate. They are a model which 
many other Universities, much older £md
with bigger names, could learn a lesson 
from.
Smcerely,
Mrs. Mary M’Quillan 
Out Patient Therapy Dept.
Harvard Medical School 
Department of Surgery 
January 7, 1965 
Dr. Maurice O’Sullivan 
Sacred Heart University 
Park Avenue 
Bridgeport, Connecticut 
Dear Dr. O’Sullivan:
I am a surgeon on the Harvard 
Surgical Service at this hospital.
While traveling between New York 
and Boston on Sunday my car broke 
down. Two of your students were 
kind enough to pick me up in New 
Canaan and drive me all the way to 
Boston so that I could assume my 
duties at the time.
This was a most kind and Christian 
thing to do, and I commend you and 
your institution on grooming such 
fine young men. (Their names were 
McIntosh and McCormick).
Thanks again to these fine young 
men.
Sincerely,
E. B. Wayne, M.D.
Catholic college education may mean 
four years of conformity, indoctrination 
and suppression of ideas funid an arti­
ficial environment. Therefore, the alert 
student and professor frequently rebels 
at any sign of authority to prevent his 
school from becoming a stereo-typed 
Catholic college.
We do not know the extent to which 
the Catholic college stereo-type is true. 
'The St. John’s problem shows that aca­
demic freedom is an issue, although 
there may be other considerations. (We 
were shocked to visit another campus 
where a professor was strangely found 
incompetent to teach when he em­
braced pacifism).
Our point is that although some Cath­
olic campuses are still overly protective, 
SHU endeavors to be a liberal institu­
tion. Students and professors who feel 
that academic freedom and personal 
liberty are at stake here, should point 
to specific instances before publicizing 
their doubts.
Strange as it seems, a major com­
plaint on campus does not concern ac­
ademic freedom, but rather a few dress 
regulations. It is reminiscent of high 
school rebellions to hear noble orations 
concerning the tie ruling. (Some modern 
educators now feel that dress rules 
suppress individuality and msike for 
uncreative students. Our creative tal­
ents are easily undermined.)
SHU authorities are not attempting 
to isolate the tie as something sacred.
Letters To
To the Editor:
The time has come to relate another 
in this series of true-life adventures in 
asininity. These adventures are every-day 
occurrences for true Sacred Hearters. 
Monday morning, Jan. 24 in this year 
of our Lord, Dean Hughes informed 
this correspondent that the final exam 
in Speech would be held on Wednesday, 
Jan. 26 rather than ’Tuesday, Jan. 25 as 
originally scheduled. However, the exam 
was given on Tuesday after all, finding 
several students unprepared, and some 
home studying for it. My purpose is not 
to protest my grade. None of the faculty 
fiascos around here upset me anymore. 
But imagine how you would feel if you 
walked in on Wednesday and they said, 
“Sorry son, today’s exam was yes­
terday.”
The point is that someone bungled 
badly. This administration has more de­
grees than Carter has liver pills. Can’t 
it set up an eight-day exam schedule 
that doesn’t have to be changed every 
other day? If it can’t, why doesn’t it 
just say so, give the building back to 
Notre Dame, and send us all home? If 
it can, why doesn’t it?
Several students who were confused 
a:’id dismayed by the ever-changing 
exam schedule, and I, respectfully re­
quest that the schedule for finals in 
May be more rigidly adhered to than 
the one we have just used. It’s a weird 
feeling to read the posted schedule and 
still not know what exam you have next. 
Nobody likes to take potluck in this 
situation. So next time let’s have Mon­
day’s exams on Monday, ’Tuesday’s 
exams on Tuesday, etc., with no 
switches, last minute or otherwise. Or 
is this too much to expect?
Mike Steele, ’68
Dear Editor;
I felt that the recently concluded 
Winter Weekend proved that school 
spirit does exist at Sacred Heart. In my 
three years at SHU, I have read meiny 
letters and many editorials in this paper 
criticizing the students for an apparent 
lack of school spirit, while only three 
people have had the guts to say that 
there was school spirit among the 
masses.
Many of those griping about the lack
but rather to set a standard of over-all 
manly attire. Most men wear a tie and 
jacket, just as most ladies wear a dress 
rather than blue-jeans to the super­
market. For those who feel that college 
is a time to be completely alienated 
from society, we extend sympathy. Who 
then is setting up the artificial climate?
On academics, students have inquired, 
into several professors’ interpretations 
of freedom. Does this freedom allow 
a teacher to concentrate on personal 
beliefs and neglect the course he has 
contracted to teach?
St Vincent’s nurses took a stand this 
semester partly because they had not 
been taught a required course last fall. 
Students have told us that they must 
repeat class material in medical ethics. 
We may not find a Christian Pacifist 
nurse quite as noble if she lacked an 
understanding of basic ethical stand­
ards in her field.
SHU students likewise complain that 
a minority of teachers are changing 
courses to suit personal beliefs. We do 
not question a teacher’s right to inject 
opinion into a lecture (many classes 
are enriched in this way), but there 
is a limit on time emd circumstances.
Civil rights, new morality, pacifism, 
university failings, and Church teachings 
have a place in many lectures, but 
should they be a j'art of every class? 
We do not suggest that the administra­
tion step in, because many would quick­
ly point to the lack of academic freedom 
at SHU.
The Editor
of spirit have fedlen into the trap of 
comparing us with other schools. But 
this can be misleading when one con­
siders that we are a diocesan college 
drawing from all over the state, and as 
commuters, these students must drive 
to and from school, often in a car pool. 
This situation leaves the university 
without the usual “dormitory crowds” 
to draw on to populate its social and 
athletic endeavors.
There is as well, a related problem 
which Mr. Pinciaro noted in an article 
in THE OBELISK, “the commuter stu­
dent is usually a working student.” This 
cuts deeply into the time the students 
can spend on extra-curricular activities. 
It is clear therefore, that we cannot 
make a valid comparison between our 
school and “the other one”.
Only if we look at a picture in its 
uniqueness can we make any useful 
comparison. To me, the picture of school 
spirit at Sacred Heart is good emd get­
ting better. At the few events I have 
been able to attend, the gatherings have 
been good. The Weekend, as I mention­
ed before, was a clear indication of 
student willingness to support such 
events. And, indeed, the person who has 
not heard talk about ’THE GAME with 
New Haven College on Feb. 16, must 
be deaf.
Yes, there is a great deal of school 
spirit at Sacred Heart and with con­
tinued cooperation and support it will 
continue to grow, indeed, to coin a 
phrase, “Yes, Virginia, there is school 
spirit at Sacred Heart.”
Sincerely yours, 
Dave Layden ’67
To the Editor:
We’ve all tasted steak, but a good 
chef can make it a memorable treat for 
our palates. The same is true in college. 
Certain professors can make their 
course a rew^Lrding experience for our 
minds. A student should enjoy the pri­
vilege, especially in his major interest, 
of choosing his professor. Not only 
would the student benefit from this 
arrangement, but also the professor who 
would have a more avid and receptive 
audience.
Bruce Herring
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ALCOHOL: Rebellion^ Escape, Death?
To which do we look for stability
(and stay there or get and 
hold good jobs-. Many girls, 
too, face the same struggle 
and may drift into unhappy 
early marriages. Like the adults 
around them, they often resort 
to alcohol to help them cope 
with their tensions.”
Even for the vast 97 per cent 
majority of youngsters who 
drink without incident, drinking 
becomes what Duke Universi­
ty’s Dr. George Maddox calls a 
natural form of “adult role- 
playing.” Battling to be recog­
nized as adults and not child­
ren, the youngsters seize upon 
drinking as a widely recognized 
symbol of American adulthood.” 
Maddox points out that when 
a drinking teenager proves his 
maturity in more substantial 
ways, such as marrying happily 
or acquiring and holding a good 
job, he is likely to stop drink­
ing.
Alcoholic Coma
In San Frmcisco, a 15 year 
old boy, having observed his 
parents drinking heavily, as­
sembled six of his friends, found 
a bootle of bourbon in his fa­
ther’s cabinet and downed it 
all at once. Nothing happened, 
so his friends suggested he try 
“cocktails.” The boy then drank 
two water-glasses filled to the 
brim with a mixture of Scotch, 
bourbon, and vermouth. An in­
stant later the boy fell to the 
floor unconscious. He was rush­
ed to the hospital, where he 
was in danger of drowning in 
his own vomit. A doctor per­
formed a tracheotomy (opening 
a hole through his throat into 
his windpipe, enabling him to 
breathe.) Eighteen hours later 
the boy Anally came out of 
his coma. Sixteen normal drinks
Drinking SHU
Upon speaking with a few 
Sacred Heart University stu­
dents, the following “reasons” 
for drinking were given:
Student one — male sopho­
more; “I drink because when 
I’m drinking, I have the cour­
age to do things I normally 
wouldn’t consider doing. Some­
times I drink just because the 
crowd is drinking, other times 
it’s a means of escaping my 
problems. Even if they are 
there' when I wake up, I can 
forget them for a while.” 
Student two — male junior; 
“I drink most of the time just 
because I like it. Drinking 
makes me feel good. Other 
times I drink because I know 
I’ll get potted. I think every­
one feels that once in a wihle 
they’d like to forget things. 
What’s a better way?”
Student three — male fresh­
man; “I dreink much more 
when I was in high school — 
it was a good way to forget 
what was on my mind. I can 
remember times I got so 
drunk that I couldn’t drive. 
But, a good friend of mine got 
killed after a drinking party —• 
he was a quiet kid, the type 
that didn’t normally drink too 
heavily. Since then I take it 
easy. I drink, but not to get 
drunk.”
Student four — female sopho­
more; “In high school a girl 
who was a close friend of mine 
got in trouble because she got 
drunk one night at a party. It 
ruined her reputation and al­
most her life. Alcohol can make 
a girl do things she normally 
wouldn’t do. I don’t drink.’’ 
Student five — male sopho­
more; “Drinking makes me feel
’■ « ! s
and peace of mind?
By Bob Proudfoot
The old picture of anxious 
youth going forth into a hostile 
world has been reversed . . . 
It now looks more like hostile 
youth going out into an anxious 
world — a world not sure of 
what to expect of them.
This generation of American 
Youth is dissatisfied. They pro­
test because nothing better has 
been offered them. They react 
to h3T)ocrisy and complacency. 
They are impatient with the 
lack of change and action.
American youth are a de­
pressed group. Nothing satis­
fies. They are always looking 
for something new, anything to 
get away from boredom. This 
going nowhere is what gets 
them down — a feeling of 
being closed in without goals.
There is a great pressure to 
think and act like everyone 
else and not to stand alone. 
Each watches out for himself 
and watches the world go by. 
It is not that so many things 
are being done today but that 
wrong things are being looked 
on as right.
Anxious Youth
Each generation accuses — 
and rebels against — its elders. 
It is the ancient familiar con­
flict of values, purposes. ’The 
young assert their independence 
with a stubborn search for 
self identity. They rebel against 
what they know not — they are 
searching for something — but 
what that something is they 
cannot say. They see their eld­
ers scheming and debasing 
themselves, ignoring values they 
offer youth as sacred. What 
else can they do but reject this 
hypocrisy?
The weapons are many; re­
jections of parents and any 
other sign of authority, the 
flaunting of illicit sex lives, and 
an alarming over-indulgence in 
alcohol — the most popular 
means of escaping ever-pressing 
problems.
Suicidal Murder
“Shortly after seven o’clock 
one evening last May, two 17 
year old boys left Southbury, 
Conn, to drink in nearby Put­
nam Lake, N.Y. For a 17 year 
old. New York’s minimum 
drinking age of 18 is more 
easily circumvented than Con­
necticut’s minimum of 21; the 
boys, in fact, had already made 
t h r e e  drinking expeditions 
across the state line that day.
At 7:34 a gas station attend­
ant saw the youths’ car speed 
up Route 39 at 75 miles an 
hour, approaching a dangerous 
curve known as Taylor’s Corn­
er. At the same time a New 
Fairfield banker with his wife 
and daughter was heading into 
Taylor’s Corner from the op­
posite direction, driving at a 
sedate 35 miles an hour.
The youths’ car couldn’t make 
the curve. It hurtled into the 
left lane, out of control. ’The 
banker and his wife were killed 
instantly; their daughter died 
the next morning. It took 
hours of work with blow torch­
es to free the banker’s body 
from the twisted wreckage.
The youth’s companion sur­
vived the crash; he did not.
“A sample of his blood,” the 
coroner reported, “revealed a 
blood-alcohol level of 0.14 — 
the equivalent of seven ounces 
of 86 proof whiskey in his 
system.”
There are thousands of ob­
scure cases like this tucked 
away in police files across the 
nation. According to Bill David­
son of the Sat. Evening Post, 
the statistics on teenage drink­
ing are hard to get at. Because 
of this, the “phenomenon” of
adolescent drinking has not 
been intensively researched.
Most Drink
A great number of teenagers 
drink — as few as 50 per cent 
in some parts of the country 
and as many as 86 per cent 
in other sections. But the stud­
ies maintain that, as one au­
thority put it, “most of them 
do drink.”
The social scientists maintain 
that only 39 per cent of youth 
between 15 and 22 have diffi­
culty with drink. To them, this 
percentage is not significant 
enough to cause alarm. How­
ever, as one Pennsylvanian 
educator put it: ‘"That so-called 
insignificant thirty nine per 
cent means that a third of a 
million kids are running around 
the United States capable of 
killing themselves or innocent 
people . . .  I wonder what the 
smug sociologists would say if 
we had an invading army of a 
third of a million men loose in 
our country with the same po- 
lential of causing death and 
c'e si ruction.”
Alcohol and Sex
As Bill Davidson noted “it 
is the behavior of this trouble­
some 39 per cent that has 
stiiTed most of the concern 
over teenage drinking.” From 
Maine to California few areas 
have escaped the rampages of 
young drinkers. “The much- 
publicized case of the ransack­
ed Long Island mansion after a 
coming-out party was matched 
in Hastings, Nebraska by some 
40 youths who crashed a va­
cant farmhouse for a drinking 
party. Before the night was 
over they had wrecked the 
place in an orgy of wanton 
destruction.
Irresponsibility
In California, three boys in 
their mid-teens paid a bum to 
buy them a case of beer. After 
they drank with the old fellow
for an hour or so, they st2irted 
to stone his shack. While he 
protested their actions, the 
youngest boy threw a brick at 
the old man, hitting him on the 
head. The police found his body 
several hours later.
The above case is an extreme, 
but Americans are becoming 
increasingly aware that teen­
age drinking can lead to suici­
dal accidents, murder, slaught­
er on the highways of the na­
tion. In the last few years
more than 10,000 have been 
killed in accidents involving 
drunken drivers; almost half of 
those fatalities were caused by 
teenage drunks.
Sociologist George L. Maddox 
of Duke University says “If a 
youngster is in trouble, al­
cohol m a k e s  the trouble 
worse.” Doctor Robert E. Gould, 
head of Adolescent Services of 
the Psychiatric Division of 
Manhattan’s Bellevue Hospital 
says: “With the widespread
and socially accepted pattern of 
teenage drinking in America 
today, you can never teU when 
deviartt or pathological drinking 
is going to develop out of emo­
tional disturbances and pres­
sures already within the ado­
lescent.”
There are several reasons 
why teenage drinking has be­
come widespread and so accept­
ed in recent years.
“This current crop of teen­
agers,” says sociologist Harold 
Hodgkinson, dean of Bard Col­
lege, “was bom in the period 
following World War II. Their 
fathers had recently returned 
from the horror and boredom 
and deprivation of military life. 
This led to an unusual relaxa­
tion of discipline by parents in 
the governing of their own 
lives, and also in the rearing 
of their children. We went 
through a period of extreme 
permissiveness in dealing with 
youngsters; the drinking went 
along with that. Parents didn’t 
seem to care whether their 
youngsters were experimenting 
with alcohol or whether they 
were setting a bad example for 
their children.
Mr. Davidson offers another 
important explanation for the 
surge in teenage drinking — 
“That our youth are reflecting 
the persistent tensions of 
American Society itself. To­
day’s youngsters have never 
known a world at peace. Tlie 
boys face the military draft 
and also increasingly bitter 
competition to get into college
of whisky taken at once can 
be a fatal dose. This boy had 
swallowed the equivalent of 
nearly fifty.
“The danger of these influ­
ences on a young adult who has 
feelings of inadequacy,” says 
Dr. Robert E. Gould, “is that 
the youngster will drink as 
an excuse for his deficiencies; 
or he will drink because maybe 
that will make him the life of 
the party, which he couldn’t 
hope to be ordinarily, or he will 
drink to prove his masculinity. 
He doesn’t realize that frequent 
drinking often connotes just 
the opposite of masculinity. 
Often it is used by adults to 
cover latent homosexuality or 
sexual impotence.”
like one of the crowd. When 
I’m not drinking I can’t seem 
to loosen up and enjoy myself 
— a few drinks usually puts 
me in a swinging mood. I have 
more nerve with a girl — I 
feel more relaxed once I’ve had 
a few drinks. Other times I 
drink because it’s a good way 
to shake a rotten mood.”
Most psychiatrists believe 
that social drinking by parents 
is harmless as long as the child 
is brought up reasonably well. 
The strong family unit, they 
say, is the strongest defense 
against the drinking problem. 
“Unfortunately,” says Dr. Sel- 
den Bacon of Rutgers, “not 
too many American parents 
apply this sort of restraint on 
themselves, let edone their child- 
Continued on Page 7
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CAMPUS LIFE
Plans for Jubilee
Father Martin J. McDermott, 
chairman of the Spiritual For­
mation Committee, announced 
recently that “plans are being 
formulated by the committee 
for participation in the Jubilee 
requested by Pope Paul VI in 
conjunction with the closing of 
the Council.” The SHU chap­
lain noted that a day long con­
vocation is visualized during 
which students from neighbor­
ing colleges will be invited to 
be participants in our work­
shops concerning the Consti­
tution on the Church. Other 
members of the committee 
working with Father McDer­
mott are Miss Joan Cormack, 
Mr. Bruce Horocek, Mr. Frank 
Marino, Mr. Lawrence Skane, 
Miss Magdalen Tackowiak and 
Miss Johanna Wheeler.
Dr. Florence Lea’s Dramatic 
Preictice class will soon present 
Breakthrough, a play concern­
ing social problems and their 
remedies through social work. 
Breakthrough will be presented 
during a convocation period.
Club Presents Films
The History Club recently 
presented “Richard III” direct­
ed by Lawrence Oliver. Mr. Oli­
vier starred in the production 
along with John Gielgud and 
Clair Bloom. Dr. Reinerman, 
club moderator, gave a brief
introduction to the movie in 
order to set the background for 
the story. The club hopes to 
present the production of “Hen­
ry IV” in the near future. The 
exact date is not set, but the 
club hopes to have the film 
available for showing in late 
March or early April.
Represents SHU
Dr. Raul De Villiers, As­
sociate Professor of Math at 
SHU represented the universi­
ty at the annual meeting of the 
American Mathematical Society 
and Mathematical Association 
of America held in Chicago, 
111., Jan. 24-29.
Student Magazine
Prospective material for the 
first edition of the Sacred 
Heart University S t u d e n t  
Magazine should be submitted 
by Mon., Feb 21. Copy may be 
left in the office mailbox of 
Mr. Frank Marino, faculty mo­
derator.
The obvious intent of this 
publication is to provide a 
literary channel for the expres­
sion of creative thinking on 
our campus.
Material suitable for publi­
cation may take the form of 
short story (500 words or less), 
articles, features, essays, criti­
ques (250 words or less), and 
poetry.
The first magazine is to be 
published in March.
Coed Sports Program
Miss Dorothy Anger reminds 
coeds that a sports activities 
program is open to all inter­
ested girls. The program, which 
includes badminton, basketball, 
volleyball, and calisthentics, 
takes place Tuesdays from 3 
to 5 p.m.
K of C  Council 
Forms Here
Mr. Christopher Eichner, 
Grand Knight of the Mother 
Elizabeth Seton Council of the 
Knights of Columbus, will be on 
campus Thursday, Feh. 24, to 
assist in the formation of a 
council here at Sacred Heart. 
Mr. Eichner is interested in 
seeing how many of the Catho­
lic male students are interested 
in forming a council.
There will be a brief meeting 
at 3:00 p.m. in room 107 for 
all those who are interested. 
Mr. Eichner will discuss the 
true purpose of the Knights of 
Columbus and its relevancy to 
the collegiate man.
Lost and Found
SG REPORTS FINANCES 
FOR FALL SEMESTER
STUDENT GOVERNMENT FUND 
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 
SEPTEMBER 1. 1965 - JANUARY 31. 1966
Receipts:
September 18 (Frosh mixer & orientation k i ts ) .......  $1,695.00
September 29 .............................................................   122.43
October 6 ..................................................................... 5.00
October 25 ...................................................................  10.00
$1,832.43
Expenditures:
Bands (m ixer)...............................................  $220.30
Allen Beverages (picnic) .............................  66.00
Fairfield Fire Dept, (mixer) ........................ 12.00
Champion Knitwear Co. (Freshmen caps) .. 471.88
SHU Library (‘*Reward of Reading”) .........  142.25
Eastern Bag and Paper Co. (badges).........  70.35
French Baking Co. (picnic) ........................ 31.59
Fairfield Fire Dept.....................................  12.00
Remar Printing Co. (SG Handbook) .........  354.00
Fairfield Police Dept.....................................  27.00
Holy Cross Fathers (Mass cards) .............  5.00
Mooney’s (Memorial plaque) ........................ 52.55
Karpilow (SG office keys) .........................  7.50
Remar Printing Co. (stationery) ................  8.50
Inter-College meeting (refreshments) .......  3.61
Chaplain (Mass cards) ................................. 6.00
Kreuzfahrer Society (Ad in directory) ___ 5.00
Christmas cards .......................................... 4.00 1,499.53
Balance of funds, January 31, 1966................  $332.90
Steve Lanzo, Treasurer
ENLARGED TOMB SOUGHT: 
PROBLEM CONTINUES TO G R O W
The UN: Reject
By Chris Hunter
Anyone who studies the UN honestly and not through the 
eyes of some muddle-headed idealist, will quickly discover that 
he is making a study in deception, for the UN is beyond any doubt 
one of the most colossal hoaxes ever perpetrated on mankind.
The UN was sold to the people of the world as an instrument 
of peace, an organization that could only help mankind. And yet 
even a mere glance at the surface will show the UN in its true 
colors.
It has recently been brought out that since 1945 there have 
been about forty wars around the world. This means an average 
of two (2) wars per year since the UN was formed. Where is our 
great instrument of “peace”?
And since we are talking about “peace” let us note that 
Communist acts of aggression began immediately after the charter 
was signed.
It was aggression in 1945 when the Communists occupied the 
Sokholin and Kurile Islands in the Pacific and set up the Peoples 
Republic in Mongolia. It was aggression in that same year that 
subjugated Albania, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Rumania and Bulgaria. 
In 1947 the subjugation of Poland was completed. In 1948 Czecho­
slovakia, North Korea and Manchuria were taken over. In 1950 
East Germany was lost. China’s subjugation was completed in 
1950. Tibet was seized in 1951. In 1954 Laos was communized. In 
1960 Cuba was subjugated. And we are told the UN is our 
greatest hope for peace and that we must give it our moral and 
financial support.
The UN charter says something about peace loving nations 
yet God only knows how many people have been murdered by the 
Red Butchers. And how many think Red China should be admitted. 
Could all these people be ignorant of the fact that Mao-tse-tung 
has stated that the whole world can be remolded with the barrel 
of a gun?
Contrary to popular opinion, the UN charter is not dedicated 
to the cause of peace, but from its inception has been an instru­
ment of force. A cursory reading of it will show military power 
occupies almost one third of the charter.
The idea of reforming the UN is absurd. Even if you could 
begin to do this, it would crumble for it was created by the 
enemy to further its own goals and no practical person believes 
you can unite a myriad of different cultures and nationalities as 
if we were one big happy family. The best remedy for a cancer 
is to remove it. I’m all for giving Red China a seat. Ours! Tlien 
move the UN over to Peking or Moscow where it belongs.
Janice De Wolfe, clerk in the general office, ponders over the growing pile of loslt articles.
By Roy Tryon
“This is the Lost and Found 
Department” are the words 
which have always greeted an 
individual seeking a lost article 
in the administration office. 
But recently a full sweep of 
the arm has been necessary in 
denoting where it is located. 
Gone are the days when well 
meaning individuals have turn­
ed in articles to be promptly 
picked up by a frustrated 
owner. Instead the only ones 
seen entering this particular 
section of the office are the 
well meaning individu^ds. Now 
even their intentions are being 
doubted, since the mounting 
problem for storage space is 
becoming more acute emd each 
new addition is looked on with 
dread.
Articles range from wearing 
apparel such as: jackets.
sweaters, glasses, and umbrel­
las; to school supplies such as: 
books, notebooks, and pens. 
One begins to wonder how stu­
dents can be oblivious to the 
absence of such valuable and 
indispensible items.
It seems as if some students 
are building a “monument” to 
absent mindedness. (This “mon­
ument” grows more colossal 
every day, with each new ad­
dition, becoming more and 
more chaotic.) A “monument” 
such as this shouldn’t have so 
long a life span or grow to be 
so voluminous.
Upon examination it appears 
that the perpetrators of this 
act fall in three possible cate­
gories: 1) The owners who 
are not aware of the existence 
of a Lost and Found Depart­
ment, 2) Absentminded indi­
viduals or 3) A guilt complex
on the part of the stereotyped 
“affluent American youth” who 
feels that he must walk into 
the lounge, library, or classroom 
and leave things.
Whatever the reason may be, 
there remains the fact that 
these dust collectors must be 
cleared out. It is hoped that 
the problem is answered by the 
first category, taking into ac­
count the large number of 
freshmen who might be unfa­
miliar with some parts of the 
school. Dealing with sections 
two and three it might be sug­
gested that they receive some 
sort of help and/or sectitm 
three might try leaving things 
outside of school. But above all 
a combined effort on the part 
of all those involved will be in­
dispensible in unlmrdenlng the 
administration of this embaras- 
sing and troublesome problem.
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T h o u ^ s  on the W orld
By Marcel deMuller
Deirdre Reigns
SHU’s first Winter Weekend queen. Deirdre Clune, ’68 poses 
for our camera with Dawn Hagedus, ’67, first runner up and 
Connie Fiore, ’67, second runner up.
In this age of titans, large 
and small, one name seems to 
stand apart from all the others. 
That name is Charles de Gaulle, 
the virtual dictator of France 
and frequently the object of 
much of the world's execration. 
It seems altogether fitting that 
we take a good look at this 
twentieth century giant and 
subject him to a bit of criticism, 
pro and con.
Last stunmer in Soudou, Eng­
land, I had a splendid oppor­
tunity to speak with several 
young Frenchmen who were ar­
dent Gaullists (supporters of de 
Gaulle). They were able to give 
me some vastly enlightening in­
formation concerning t h e i r  
country’s supercilious, often 
bullheaded leader. After listen­
ing to much of their chauvin­
istic babbling, I was able to 
draw this conclusion, based on 
their claims: Charles de Gaulle 
is not really anti-British or 
anti-American, but merely pro- 
French; nor is he mad, as some 
have pointed out recently. The 
young Gaullists claimed that 
de Gaulle, who is far from being 
senile, wishes only to stabilize 
his frequently shaky country 
and exhtime the glories that 
were France. They went on to 
say that his obstinate, seem­
ingly disruptive attitude, which 
manifests itself in his enig­
matic self - exclusion f r o m  
NATO, his almost passionate 
desire to rid the EXiropean Con­
tinent of American influence, 
and his one-sided domination of 
the European Common Market, 
making the other members 
march to his tune, is only a 
well-contrived attempt at pre­
serving the French spirit, which 
seems to thrive on discordance.
True to the French
All this may be true to the 
French, who in the past, sup­
ported another such man, Na­
poleon I, but to outsiders, par­
ticularly those of the so-called 
Anglo-Saxon world, Charles de 
Gaulle really presents himself 
as a meddlesome hypocrite and 
ingrate, who wishes to elevate 
his country to greatness, at the 
expense of his allies, friends, 
and in the long run, his own 
countrymen. Without a doubt 
he was, and still is, an out­
standing figure who rightly de­
serves the credit for fighting 
for his country and, during his 
tenure as President of the Re­
public, bringing about sorely 
needed French unity and pros­
perity. We cannot really blame 
him for being outraged at the 
heinous misfortunes that befell 
France; misfortunes not only 
resulting from the German oc­
cupation, but at times, misfor­
tune imposed by Britons and 
Americans. For patriotism and 
his tactful strengthening of 
France, de Gaulle is to be 
praised, but for his various 
other international activities, 
he is to be scorned.
As I have said previously, he 
is a hypocrite, for he wishes to 
control European affairs, with­
out the interference of the 
Americans; he states that the
United States should remain in 
her own part of the world and 
leave the governing of Europe 
to him. Ironically in 1964 he 
dashed off to South America on 
from American exploitation and 
oppression. He wants the Amer­
icans to leave Europe and oc­
cupy themselves in their own 
realm, quite obviously the West­
ern Hemisphere, yet he wants 
a crusade to liberate the people 
to be there too, making it his 
business. The question arises; 
he may be the saviour of Eu­
rope, but is he prepared to feed 
the South Americans? De Gaul­
le implicitly condemns the Bri­
tish for what he calls their 
eventual war-provoking com­
mercialism with Communist- 
bloc countries, yet France too 
has had appreciable exports to 
Communist Cuba and R e d  
China.
Has Shown Dislike
In regards to his being an 
ingrate, de Gaulle has shown 
his dislike for and rejection of 
the Americans, who fought for 
France and generously gave 
foreign aid for many years. 
Worst of all, his high and 
mighty non-sporting attitude 
has served to make him most 
unpopular the world round.
We must not allow de Gaulle 
in all his negative aspects to 
alienate us from France, itself; 
for France, a truly great and 
noble nation has shown the light 
of progress for centuries. It is 
unfortunate that many Amer­
icans, sadly bewildered by the 
Gaullist image, should be so
To the Editors:
Sacred Heart University has 
growing pains and it has them 
badly. Sacred Heart University 
is supposed to be a layman’s 
school. But we are em institu­
tion of regulations and red 
tape. We have too mtmy rules. 
The atmosphere is stifling. We 
act out of fear; an unconscious 
fear that a mistake will be 
made and someone will say: 
“I told you a lay institution in 
the Church wouldn’t work.” 
We seem to be seeking order 
for order’s sake. We stress 
other colleges. We look for pre­
cedence somewhere else.
This is supposed to be a lay­
man’s school. Then let us op­
erate with the freedom of the 
sons of God. Let us use the 
adaptability, skill cuid experi­
ence that is ours. Let us con­
sult each other. Let us work 
together as a team. Lets’ throw 
off the shakles of authoritarieui- 
ism. Let us proceed democrat­
ically within the entire univer­
sity structure. Let us act out 
of a concern for the personal 
dignity of each other, allowing 
for expression of the unique­
ness of each person. Let us 
expect that this will be bal­
anced with maturity. At the
averse to the French cause.
Charles de Gaulle is, in my 
opinion, for this column does 
allow subjective opinions, little 
more than an oversized, overly 
puffed up, hopelessly militaristic 
anachronism; a rather poor 
copy of Napoleon, with lesser 
powers of innovation and fore­
sight. When I think of “Le
same time, let us bear one an­
other’s burdens with real love. 
Let this be a place of experi­
mentation and seeking. Let new 
ideas be bom here and let 
advances be made. Let us take 
our pioneer spirit seriously. Let 
us dare to be different!
Very truly yours,
.. Elizabeth Jane Farians
Expresses Appreciation
To the Student Body:
It is certainly a pleasure to 
write this letter to express our 
appreciation for your partici­
pation in the first Winter Hap­
pening at SHU. Those of you 
who attended the various act­
ivities that composed the week­
end certainly made our efforts 
seem worthwhile. For those of 
you who did not attend, we 
hope that you will be present 
next year, which promises to be 
even more memorable than the 
past year.
It is our sincere hope that 
we, as officers of the Class of 
’68, have helped to generate an 
atmosphere of unity within the 
university, not only in the many 
organizations on campus but in 
the Student body itself. We 
hope that this unity will pre­
vail which it must, if we are to 
attain the ideals and standards
Grand Charles” I see a sour, 
revengeful old man who real­
izes the beckoning of the un­
avoidable grave and utilizes his 
last moments to thrash out at 
a world that is passing him by. 
He may have served his coun­
try’s purpose at first, but will 
eventually meet his own, large­
ly self-imposed, Waterloo.
that we seek as a new institu­
tion of higher learning. We are 
sure that you will all work 
steadfastly to contribute in 
your own way, but contribute 
none the less, to the growth 
and stature of our University.
Our sincere gratitude goes 
to the administration and fac­
ulty for their cooperation in 
our first traditional event. A 
specitd note of thanks to Dr. 
Alan Reinerman, moderator of 
the class of “68” for relinquish­
ing his time to aid us in our 
endeavors; to Father McDerm­
ott for his help and to the 
members of the Student Gov­
ernment for their cooperation, 
to the staff of the OBELISK 
for their fine job of publicity.
To the various organizations 
on campus our heart-felt thanks 
for contributing their talents 
to make our weekend a suc­
cess. Namely: ’The Hai Adel- 
phais for their participation in 
Skit Night; to the Caralan- 
nas for sponsoring the ice skat­
ing party and also for their 
participation in Skit Night; to 
the Ephebian Society for spon­
soring Skit Night and the 
Queen Contest and also for 
their contribution in Skit Night, 
itself; to the Kreuzfahrers for
More Letters
lonk
OF THE FARM 
John Updike
By Gerald Saladyga
In this novel by John Updike, 
Joey Robinson, an advertising 
consultant from Manhattan, re­
turns after several years to his 
mother’s farm for a weekend, 
with his new wife and stepson. 
The purpose of his visit is to 
mow the field, and more im­
portantly, to acquaint his moth­
er with ih swife, Peggy. Upon 
their arrival, warm greetings 
are exchanged which mere­
ly repress their real feelings of 
anxiety. From that point on, 
the novel moves rapidly towards 
its end with little dramatic ac­
tion, but with much talk. The 
characters reveal strong rela­
tionships among themselves and 
to people of the past.
In this fourth novel and ninth 
major work, John U p d i k e  
proves to be a master crafts­
man and stylist. The characters 
are clearly drawn and many 
situations never leave the read­
ers’ mind. The prose, touched 
with symbolism, moves rhyth­
mically along and reaches a 
sexual and pastoral realism 
characteristic of his previous 
novel. The Centaur. For ex­
ample, after Joey finishes mow­
ing part of the field, he states, 
“The tractor body was flecked 
with foam and I, rocked back 
and forth on the iron seat 
shaped like a woman’s hips, 
along in nature, as hidden un­
der the glaring sky as at mid­
night, excited by destruction, 
weighless, discovered in myself 
a swelling which I idly per­
mitted to stand, thinking of 
Peggy. My wife is a field.”
Of The Farm is more than 
just a good novel, by just an­
other American author. It 
should be read not only for pure 
enjoyment, but for an insight 
into human relationships which 
we all experience.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I l l . . . . . .
their contributio* in Skit Night; 
to The Panta Delphians for 
sponsoring the “Kick-Off mixer 
and also for their presentation 
in Skit Night. Last but not 
least to the Pros Philians for 
their participation in S k i t  
Night.
Also we would like to thank 
the girls who participated in 
the Queen Contest namely: 
Miss Mary Jane Bailey, Miss 
Deidre Clune Queen of the 'Win­
ter Happening 1966, Miss Con­
nie Fiore second runner up. 
Miss Lynn Gorsuch, Miss Dawn 
Hagedus, first runner up. Miss 
Beu’bara Hayden and Miss 
Mary Ann Studley.
In conclusion we would also 
like to express our thanks to 
Miss Sally McMahon for her 
work in procuring the tickets 
for our formal.
Thank you all for making 
Sacred Heart University prove 
to be the wonderful institu­
tion that it is.
Kieran Kilbride 
President, Sophomore Class
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f. SHAUFLER ART EDITOR,
Pr0grp00 At
By Richard Matzek
Once a year, apparently, William Shakespeare looks down 
from the Elysian Fields and reviews the progress of SHU. And 
so with his poetic tongue in cheek here is this year’s edition of 
Barbs from the Bard.
SHU — SO MANY NEW FACES
Mercy o’ me, what a multitude are here!
They grow still too; from all parts they are coming.
Henry VHI, Act v, sc. 4, 1. 71.
AND A NEW BUILDING FOR THE FACULTY
If you be pleased, retire into my cell 
And there repose; a turn or two I’ll walk 
To still my beating mind.
Tempest iv, 1, 162.
THE STUDENT DANCES PROVE INCREASINGLY POPULAR
Boy asks girl:
What dances shall we have.
To wear away this long age of three hours?
Midsummer Night’s Dream v, 1, 32.
Girl responds:
Jerks of invention Love’s Labour’s Lost iv, 2, 127.
The Chaperones:
You and I are past our dancing days.
Romeo and Juliet i, 5, 33.
A DIALOGUE IN COUNSELLING 
A student:
I must fight the course. Macbeth v, 7, 2.
Another:
I must stand the course. Lear iii, 7, 54.
The teacher:
I know my course. Hamlet i, 2, 637.
Let me persuade you take a better course.
I Henry VI: iv, I, 132.
The students:
We must take another course with you. Pericles iv, 6, 130. 
Teacher:
You cannot pass. Coriolanus v, 2, 34.
Students:
Let’s withdraw. Cymbeline iv, 3, 32.
A FEW PARTICULAR DIFFICULTIES
Here’s a fellow frights English out of his wits.
Merry Wives of Windsor ii, 1, 142 
And what’s her history? A blank, my lord.
Twelfth Night ii, 4, 112. 
I am so full of businesses, I cannot answer acutely.
All’s Well 'That Ends Well i, 1, 220. 
’Trace me in the tedious ways of art. I Henry IV: iii, 1, 48. 
’The chopping French we do not understand.
Richard II: v, 3, 124. 
Hang up philosophy! Romeo and Juliet iii, 3, 59.
WSHU-FM STATION MANAGER ASKS:
Shall I have audience? Love’s Labours Lost v, 1, 128.
WHILE THE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR CONSIDERS A NEW 
ELIGIBILITY POLICY
Bring me word how tall she is. Anthony & Cleopatra ii, 5, 118. 
THE DEAN OF MEN REGULATES S'TUDENT DRESS 
He need not fear the sword, for his coat is of proof.
I  Henry VI: iv, 2, 65.
AND THE ADMINISTRATION AWAITS USE OF THE ENTIRE 
BUILDING
Shall more attend upon the coming space?
All’s Well ’Ihat Ends Well: ii, 3, 188, 
AND SO WE FONDLY HOPE (IN ALL SERIOUSNESS)
Give full growth to that which still doth grow!
Sonnets No. CXV.
67 Attain Dean's List
Continued from 1Page 1 Brine, Sr. Miriam ’69 3.06
Mammone, Lawrence ’68 3.13 Dizenzo, George Gorman, Maureen
’69
’68
3.06
3.06
Chesneis, Jean ’67 3.13 Bradley, Kathleen AA 3.06
Carlotto, Semdra ’67 3.12 Kelly, Raymond ’67 3.03
Criscione, Je2m ’67 3.12 Kuzma, Edward ’68 3.03
O’Sullivan, Maureen ’69 3.12 Mandirola, Raye ’68 3.00
Lehaney, John ’67 3.11 Depietro, Paul ’67 3.00
Kosakowski, Donald ’67 3.10 Gorman, Kathleen ’68 3.00
Walsh, Robert ’68 3.09 Najjar, Edward ’69 3.00
Mellish, Sr. M. Mark ’69 3.06 Tedesco, Daniel ’69 3.00
INITIATES CARTOON SERIES
In the next issue of THE 
OBELISK, Art Editor Frank 
H. Schaufier, will begin a car­
toon series called “Fritz and 
Sancho.’’ Featured will be Fritz 
(Friedrich) Wagner and Sancho 
Efebiano, his Italian sidekick. 
The names of the characters 
are a composite from various 
sources. “Fritz,” a shortened 
form of Friedrich, comes from 
the first name of Nietzsche, a 
German philosopher who con­
sidered the Teutonic race one 
of “Supermen.” The surname 
“Wagner” is that of the artist’s 
favorite o p e r a t i c  composer. 
“Sancho,” though not the Span­
iard of the Cervantes novel, is 
comparable to Don Quixote’s 
alterego. In this series it is 
Efebiano’s status to be the foil 
of his superior.
It will be the function of this 
strip to make social commen­
taries concerning editorials, fea­
ture articles, or any other as­
pect relevant to Sacred Heart 
activities.
3 One - Acters
Marie W inans To Have Leading Role 
In Chekov's "M arriage Proposal"
Dr. Florence Lea, Co-ordina- 
tor of Speech and Drama an­
nounces that “An Evening of 
One Acts” will be held on 
March 18 and 19 at 8:30 p.m.
“When Shakespeare’s Laides 
Meet” by Charles George, will 
open the program. Albert John­
son’s “Even the Hater”, a 
moving play about a man, a 
youth, and a girl, will appear 
second.
The cast for the final presen­
tation of the evening is set. 
Marie Winans plays Natalia, 
at De Fabio appears as the 
nervous suitor, Lumov, emd
Norman Fettig plays the Fat­
her in Anton Chekhov “Mar­
riage Proposal.”
Dr. Lea is also planning a 
major production for the spring 
term. A decision has not yet
Everyone eagerly awaited the 
Pope’s pronouncement on the 
“old” laws of fast and abstin­
ence. Happy days, no more re­
sponsibilities ! Does it mean that 
we no longer have those old
been reached concerning what 
play will be presented but the 
cast will be chosen soon for the 
production. It will be held in 
May, in the university audi­
torium.
responsibilities ?
On the contrary ( t h r e e  
cheer’s for Vatican II) and the 
realization that the “New 
Breed” can undertake penance 
and responsibility with a great­
er understanding.
Undertake Penance With G reater Understanding
Affairs Of Collegiate Interest
By Dave Birtwell
ART
New York
Caesar Manrique, a display 
of abstract landscapes skillful­
ly interpreted from the Lava 
Rock and volcanic ash of his 
Native Canary Islands; through
Feb. 26, at Viviano, 42 East 
57th St.
Mary Cassatt, a memorable 
album of portraits showing 
adults as well as children. Done 
in the style of French Impres­
sionists by this Philadelphia 
society girl; through Feb. 26 
at Knoedler, 14 East 57th St.
ART
Local:
Yale University Art Gallery,
New Haven; ‘“The Art of Latin 
America Since Independence”; 
through Mar. 13.
MUSEUMS
New York;
Gallery of Modern Art, Sev­
eral hundred paintings, sculpt­
ures, and jewels from the col­
lection of Spanish Surrealist, 
Salvador Dali; through Feb. 
27.
Whitney Gallery, Exhibition 
of paintings of America’s farms, 
factories, and industrial ma­
chinery by the late Niles Spen­
cer, a precisionist painter; 
through Mar. 6, 22 West 54th 
St.
Museum of Modern Art, A
drawing exhibition of 70 de­
signs created by architect Lud­
wig Mies van der Rohe, on the 
occasion of his 30th birthday; 
through Mar. 6.
Theater
New York:
“Cactus Flower,” the hilari­
ous comedy, starring Lauren 
Bacall and Barry Nelson, at the 
Royal Theater, 45th Street, 
West of Broadway. Mon.-Wed. 
Matinees 1:30 p.m., evenings, 
Mon.-Sat. 8 p.m.
“Half A Sixpence,” with Tom­
my Steele, the outstanding and 
delightful musical at the Broad- 
hurst Theater, West 44th 
Street, Wed.-Sat. Matinees, 2- 
2:30 p.m.; evenings, Mon.-Sat. 
8:30 p.m.
“You Can’t Take It With 
Yon,” the Pulitzer Prize Win­
ning Comedy directed by Moss 
Hart and George S. Kaufman, 
now at the Lyceum Theater, 
West 45th Street, Wed.-Sat. 
Matinees, 2-2:30 p.m. Evenings, 
Mon.-Sat. 8:30 p.m.
Theater
Local:
“Hay Fever,” at the Long 
Wharf Theater, Frontage Road, 
New Haven; Sun. Matinee. Eve­
nings ’Tues.-Sun. 8 p.m. Febru­
ary 18-March 6.
“Juanov,” by Chekhov, at the 
Shubert Theater, College St., 
New Haven. Sat. Matinee, 2:30 
p.m. Evenings Mon.-Sat. 8:30 
p.m. until February 26.
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L I. Colonials Half 
8 G am e Winning Streak 
As C agers Loose By 2
First Tournament Win 
Highlights December
Collins Pulls down the bull as Pioneers strive to grab the lead.
Tech, Nichols 
Pioneer Efforts
The month of February hcis 
not smiled on SHU as much as 
its predecessor. Southtunpton, 
New York Tech, and Nichols 
sent the Pioneers reversals, 
while UConn of Waterbury has 
been the only positive note, 
and that came in a double over­
time contest.
Southampton Survives Seige 
The agressive defense that 
SHU is known for failed to 
throttle their opponents as they 
tallied over 100 ppg. while the 
Bridgeport five totaled less than 
99 ppg.
In a real heartbreaker, the 
Colonials of Southampton, Long 
Island edged out the visiting
Alcohol: Rebellion 
Escape, Death
Continued from Page 3 
ren. Today most Americans 
are afraid to tell anyone he is 
drinking too much . . . The 
tragedy of the Darien, Connect­
icut Incident where a young 
girl was killed in a car crash 
was not that the boy got drunk, 
but tha,t n<yt one single adult 
had the courage to stop him 
when he was getting drunk.
Never has a generation come 
so close to re£u-ing itself — 
they are hope of the world — 
but they lack hope in it. They 
have hope in themselves, but 
but who they are, they have 
yet to discover.
Nothing happens without 
cause or without effect — and 
any chain of events leads in­
evitably to either a catostrophe 
or a solution. They may go 
down in history as the genera­
tion that was completely oblit­
erated before It reached middle 
age.
Kidera Here
Continued from Page 1
be served. Topics for discussion 
will include: problems in head­
lines and layout, feature stories, 
interviewing, reporting, and 
similar related topics. OBE­
LISK editors and staff members 
will assist as discussion leaders.
The convocation is open to 
all interested students.
Pioneers, 105-103. Mike Koritko 
and Pete Jankovsky spearhead­
ed a first half drive that caught 
SC on its heels and saw th« 
Pioneers race to a 19-8 bulge at 
the 12:32 mark. Southhmapton, 
however, passing through the 
loopholes in SHU’s pressing de­
fense, outpointed the visitors 
16-4 in the next four minutes. 
At the 20 minute interval, the 
Pioneers were three points 
shy, 46-43.
Southampton lost no time at 
the 2nd half, reeling 9 straight 
points in the first three minutes. 
The Pioneers cnotinued to bat­
tle against an over powering 
height disadvantage and, with 
1:06 remaining, Koritko’s tip- 
in pulled SHU within 4 points, 
107-97. A stolen ball and a 
Jankovsky jumper narrowed 
the gap to a basket with only 
.57 seconds remaining. The Pio­
neers again swarmed the Col- 
oniais desperateiy, resulting in 
the visitors possession of the 
bali with 50 sec. showing on 
the clock. A mixup in time 
outs, however, gave the fortun­
ate Colonials possession on a 
technicai infraction. The home 
squad traded 2 free throws 
and a basket for two SHU 
baskets; the Pioneers succumb­
ed 105-103.
New York 
Overcome
On Feb. 9, New York Tech 
invaded the Sacred Heart cam­
pus, intent on revenge for 
SHU’s 94-86 victory during 
their Dec. hibernation. The 
Bears waiked away with honey 
on their paws and a 102-95 win 
on the record. In a see-saw 
battle NYIT and SHU fought 
on even terms for the opening 
12% min. From the 7:28 mark 
to the half the visitors reeled 
off 18 pts. to the Pioneer’s 8, 
enjoying a 51-40 margin at half 
time.
When the second half began. 
New York continued to domin­
ate the boards and the scoring. 
With 16:46 remaining Woody 
Lake canned a rebound tmd 
SHU trailed 61-46. Woody’s 
jump shot at the 12 minute 
mark capped a drive that pulled 
SHU within a basket, 68-66. 
New York, however, maintained 
their lead, moving in for the 
kill during the 8:52-6:24 span 
w h e n  they outscored the 
Bridgeport five 10-3. From this 
point on the Betu's managed to 
hold off the Pioneers, never al­
lowing them to get cioser them 
4 pts. The key to the Tech 
win was their 62-34 edge in 
the rebounding department.
Nichols Numbs SHU 
An as the Bear goes, so does 
the Bison. Nichols College simi- 
liarly sought recompense for 
its January 104-86 loss in 
Bridgeport. The Pioneer could 
not bag the Bison and SHU 
for the 2nd time in a row and
the 6th time this season went 
down to defeat.
An early afternoon game in 
Dudley, Mass., Sat. caught the 
Pioneers with their guns cold 
and Nichols triumphed in a 
low scoring tilt 75-66. The quin­
tets battled on even terms for 
the initial 12 minutes, but from 
that point on it was all Nichols. 
The Bisons mounted a 16-4 
charge that halted only at half 
time, 38-25.
The 2nd half paralled the 
first with the brothers Rulli and 
Bill Shaughnessy effecting al­
most all the damage. These 
three accounted for 64 pts. and 
hauled down many important 
rebounds. Frosh Mike Koritko, 
performing brilliantly, vainly 
attempted to rejuvinate the 
Pioneers but his 25 pts. tind 
15 rebounds were not sufficient. 
The 75-66 defeat set the Pion­
eers season slate at 13-6.
Jankovsky 
Receives MVP 
Award
Although the Pioneers were 
tripped up twice by powerful 
opponents during the first few 
weeks of December they came 
blazing back to more than off­
set these losses. After dropping 
a hard fought game to South­
hampton by 10 points, the Pio­
neers streaked past New York 
Tech in an upset victory 94-86. 
Four of the five SHU starters 
scored in doubie figures led by 
hot-handed Pete Jankovsky who 
ripped the nets for 28 markers.
However the game against 
Boston State College was a dif­
ferent story as the Park Ave. 
quintet dropped their third 
game in seven starts. Coach 
Feeley’s cagers fought valiantly 
to overcome a twelve point half­
time deficit but superior re­
bounding and hot shooting by 
Boston State put the game out 
of reach for the Pioneers. The 
only bright light in an other­
wise gloomy evening for SHU 
was Mike Koritko’s 17 points. 
Forward Rod Forbes led former 
Celtic Jim Loscatoff’s cagers 
with 52 points.
During the Christmas break 
Sacred Heart University parti­
cipated in its first holiday tour­
nament at Danbury State 
Teachers’ College on the 29th 
and 30th of December.
In their first tournament game 
the Pioneers trounced King’s 
College of Nyack, N. Y., 106-71. 
Six Feeleymen hit double fig­
ures with Wally Hrabstock and 
Pete Jankovsky leading the way 
with 22 and 20 points respec­
tively. Doug Scott led the losers 
with 21 points.
The final game of the tourna­
ment saw the Park Ave. cagers 
take home the coveted trophy 
after they dealt Danbury State 
a severe drubbing 116-69. ’The 
Pioneers just couldn’t seem to 
do anything wrong as they in­
tercepted passes, outrebounded 
and outshot Danbury consistent­
ly. Pete Jankovsky led all scor­
ers with 35 points and was pre­
sented the M.V.P. award for his 
outstanding 55 point perform­
ance in the tournament, play.
N O T I C E
TO VIET CONG ' PEACE" 
DEMONSTRATORS
111 
 ^ ,  f
and any others dissatisfied with this country. We SHU Over UCONN in Double Overtime
will supply ONE WAY expenses to North Vietnam 
or Communist China to enable you to better enjoy 
typical Red peace and freedom.
Citizens' Anti-Communist Committee
Of Connecticut 
805 Housatonic Avenue 
Bridgeport, Connecticut
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On the 4th of Feb. SHU 
journeyed to Waterbury for a 
match with UConn’s branch. On 
a court that had all the ear­
marks pf a skating rink, the 
visitors slid to a tense, nail- 
biting, double overtime victory, 
131-121.
Despite clock failure, £m 
amazingly slick court, and 
questionable officiating, SHU 
stumbled to a 51-48 half time 
lead. Koritko, Jankovsky, and 
Jim Collins countered for 35 
markers. 'The Pioneers and the 
Huskies continued their free
wheeling basketball till SHU 
outscored the Branch 10-2 dur­
ing the 10:27-7:56 stretch. ’The 
home team qxfickly reversed 
this trend by outpointing the 
visitors 8-2 in less than 2 min­
utes. With 1:09 left, Collins 
bagged a layup to produce a 
101-93 lead. Incredibly, the 
Huskies shutout the Pioneers 
8-0 to knot the count at 101 
all.
In the first overtime period, 
UConn immediately rammed 
home 6 points to the Park Ave. 
five’s solitary basket. ’The
Bridgeport quintet battled on. 
Collins’ tip-in puUed SHU with­
in 1 with only 27 sec. left, 108- 
107; the Branch’s free throw 
lengthened the deficit to a bas­
ket. In the waning seconds 
Koritko’s tip-in redeemed the 
Pioneers.
Substitute Wally Hrabstock 
and Koritko took charge in the 
second extra session, canning 3 
hoops apiece wath Wally adding 
a charity toss. UConn managed 
only 12pts. and SHU finally pre­
vailed in a bitterly contested 
latch, 131-121.
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LAST GAME 
Pioneers 
vs 
Bryant PIONEER SPORTS AWAY Mon. Feb. 28 8:00 p.m.
Pioneers Fight NHC In Losing Battle
Frosh Pete Jankousky (14) catches New Haven’s Phil Andros 
(42) flatfooted as he scores another duce. SHU center Jim 
Collins (42) observes Pete’s technique.
Jan . Brings 
W in Streak
As exciting as a toboggan 
ride down the seventh hole at 
Wheeler golf course, Sacred 
Heart University’s cagers rol­
licked through January without 
a setback.
Seminarians Sent Scurrying
The first contest of the new 
year pitted the host Pioneers 
against St. Thomas Seminary 
of Bloomfield. Sacred Heart, 
finding no real opposition in the 
Seminariems, raced to a 49-28 
half time lead. The visitors’ of­
fense was almost completely 
stifled by the home team’s 
pressure defense, canning just 
9 field goals. Lake and Koritko 
each netted 10 points while 
Hrabstock bagged 8 as a sub­
stitute. After intermission, Ko­
ritko and Hrabstock continued 
to pace the offense by contrib­
uting 14 and 10 points respec­
tively, as the Pioneers outscored 
the hapless Seminarians 26-16 
and 30-13 in the final 10 minute 
session. Junior Dave Riehl and 
Koritko monopolized the back 
boards over the smaller guests. 
The outcome was never in ques­
tion as SHU rolled, 105-57.
Pioneers Bag Bisons
On Jan. 11 another foreign 
team invaded the confines of 
the Park Ave. campus. This 
time it was Nichols College of 
Dudley, Mass. The first 12 min­
utes of the fray was a nip and 
tuck battle: then Koritko’s lay­
up with 8:03 left put the Pio­
neers ahead to stay 23-19. A 14 
point outburst, which almost 
obliterated the Bisons’ twin 
baskets, produced a 47-34 half 
time lead for the home troops.
Nichols gained 3 quick bas­
kets on Sacred Heart and at 
the 15:47 mark the count stood 
52-45. Wody Lake immediately 
reversed this trend at 15:53 and 
in the next 80 seconds the Pio­
neers outscored the Bisons 10-2 
to ice up the victory. No less 
than 7 Pioneers chalked up 
double figures, led by the bril­
liant (26) Koritko. Following 
him on the tally sheet was Col­
lins (17), Lake (14), Jankovsky 
(13), Riehl (12), Ganino (11) 
and Hrabstock (11). Koritko’s 
stellar performance included 17
rebounds, 7 steals, and 10 each 
of blocked shots and assists.
WNEC Bows Again 
Two days later the Pioneers 
traveled to Springfield, Mass., 
seeking a repeat of their earlier 
108-60 triumph. WNEC proved 
a bit stiffer at home the first 
half, but tbe Pioneers managed 
a 41-27 half time margin. The 
defense hounded the home team 
for a little more than 10 min­
utes, affording an opening 22-9 
lead. At the onset of the 2nd 
half, SHU reeled off 8 quick 
markers to submerge the Gol­
den Bears. The inept hosts man­
aged only 9 baskets and 4 char­
ity tosses during the second 20 
minute s e s s i o n  as Sacred 
Heart’s vice-like defense snared 
the Golden Bears. Koritko and 
Collins topped SHU’s offensive 
and rebounding departments as
the former tallied 20 points and 
21 caroms while the latter 
notched 15 points and 17 re­
trieves.
In a give and take first half, 
the Bridgeport quintet canned 
4 more buckets than the home 
team to lead at the intermission 
41-33. In a slow 20 minutes 
Koritko’s 13 points were high. 
’The winners steadily increased 
this advantage as Collins and 
Koritko prevented the losers 
from recovering many of their 
missed shots. Ganino and Jan­
kovsky pursued the opponents 
incessantly, producing many 
turnovers for SHU. Koritko, 
who took geune honors with 31 
points, teamed up with Collins 
to split 50 rebounds evenly. Jan­
kovsky and Ganino netted 19 
and 12 notches respectively.
Gordon, Bryant, Morse Struck Down
Hamilton, Mass, first glimpse 
of Sacred Heart University was 
not an enjoyable one for the 
home backers. Powered by Ko­
ritko and Jankovsky offensive­
ly, and the former and Collins 
off the boards, the Pioneers out­
stripped Gordon 96-78.
SHU Conquers BG 
Returning home, the Pioneers 
encountered Bryant College of 
Providence, R. I. After 40 min­
utes of furious basketball both 
teams walked off the court with 
smiles, but the home squad had 
extended its streak to seven 
straight. The visiting Indians 
boasted only of Soph Tom
Smile’s fantastic 19-9-47 point 
flurry.
The Pioneers vaunted defense 
produced a 30-15 lead in the 
first 10 minutes and a 50-36 half 
time bulge. Frosh Joey Ganino’s 
quick handed thefts and drmng 
layups' accounted for- his 18 
points while Lake and Koritko 
added:l3-and 10.
Pete Jankovsky took charge 
the second half as he used sim­
ilar tactics to score 18 markers. 
The visitors tried vainly to re­
main in contention, mainly via 
the effort of Smile who scored 
18 points in the last 10 minutes. 
His fellow Indians however 
could only manage 14 points
during this time. The victors 
canned 3 more baskets than 
the visitors in the second 20 
minute period as the Bridgeport 
squad topped the century mark 
for the 7th time this year, 
105-85.
Morse Mauled-
The next evening SHU’s cag­
ers jaunted up to Hartford to 
do battle with the Raiders of 
Morse College. Statistics tell 
the story as the visitors com­
pletely annihilated their hope­
less hosts. From the field Sacred 
Heart canned 62 of 102 at­
tempts, out rebounded Morse 
85-50, had six players in twin 
figures, and rimmed their 100th
Liberatore Hits 3,000 
On Sacred Heart Court
The Chargers of New Haven 
College had to repell someone 
else’s charge last Wednesday 
as Sacred Heart University’s 
never-say-die Pioneers came 
roaring back from a 22 point 
deficit, only to be stymied by 
New Haven at the Bridgeport 
gym, 108-95.
NHC lost no time in showing 
the fans how they acquired 
a 24-1 season slate. After jump­
ing out in front 10-5 in the 
opening 3% minutes, th e  
Chargers resorted to mercury­
like scoring bursts during which 
they outscored their hosts by 
4, 5, or 6 points at a time. The 
Elm city team also enjoyed the 
benefits of the one-and-one foul 
situation with more than 10 
minutes left in the first period.
Charger Steam in Front
The Pioneers fought on vali- 
ently and, with 10:08 remain­
ing til the half, Pete Jankov­
sky pumped in a jump shot to 
pull SHU within 5, 24-19. Coach 
Ormrod’s Chargers then turned 
up their heels as they reeled 
off 6 straight points to a 30-19 
lead. ’Two free tosses each by 
Jankovsky and Koritko sand­
wiched an unbelievable jump- 
hook shot by Koritko which 
brought the scoreboard reading 
to 34-25. New Haven struck 
like lightening again, stringing 
together 8 markers for a 42- 
25 bulge when SHU took a 
breather at the 4:54 time.
Liberatore Lifts Record
Exactly one minute and twen­
ty-seven seconds later an un­
dersized, left-handed, red-head 
drove in for an underhanded 
hoop and the entire gym erupt­
ed.
Gary Liberatore, New Haven’s 
renown guard, had just netted 
the 3,000th point of his col­
lege career. Charger and Pion­
eer fans alike awarded him a 
well-deserved stemding ovation. 
From this point on, NHC ex-
“W hat a  team that 
Sacred H eart has. They 
never quit. That’s one 
of the best efforts by 
any college basketball 
team I’ve ever seen.” 
Gary Liberatore
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point with more than ten min­
utes showing on the clock The 
final, 139-68, was a new school 
scoring record for total points 
in one geune.
Center Jim Coliins, in his 
most productive game of the 
season, rammed home 35 points 
and corraled 27 rebounds.
An effective offense comple­
mented a stingy defense that 
built up an early lead. The Pio­
neers waltzed at half time, 
63-27. Collins garnered 18 points 
while Woody Lake threw in 14. 
SHU’s g a m e  continued to
tended their lead to 19 points 
and a 53-34 half time margin.
Pioneers Pound Back 
Tlie Pioneers pecked away at 
the visitor’s lead after the in­
termission, cutting it down to 
between 15 and 13 points dur­
ing the first 8 minutes and 13 
seconds. T h e n  Jankovsky’s 
jumper at 11:47 made the score 
77-63. 4 seconds later Koritko 
tipped in a ball that was pil­
fered from the Chargers. 77- 
65. Again Koritko rebounded 
and again he notched a bucket 
for a 77-67 count. Ganino’s 
layup at 10:04 offset New Hav­
en’s charity throw and SHU 
traiied only by 9, 78-69. A Jan­
kovsky jumper and drive, and 
2 Ganino layups narrowed the 
deficit to 84-77 at the 7:07 
m ark. Jankovsky and Dave 
Riehl both canned outside shots. 
SHU was but 5 points shy of 
the vaunted Chargers with 
6:04 remaining, 86-81.
NHC Numbs Bally 
But following Riehl’s basket, 
NHC charged themselves for 9 
points while shutting out the 
losers. Liberatore carried his 
winners for the rest of the 
game with his long jump shots 
that prevented SHU from mov­
ing closer than 9. The uncanny 
lefty racked up 42 points while 
Raslavsky, t h e i r  invaluable 
man-behind-the-scene, canned 
17, despite sitting out half the 
game with an injury. For SHU, 
Jankovsky, Koritko, and Collins 
all canned 20 or more points 
but their sum could not match 
NHC’s five twin figures.
SHU G F P
Jankovsky . . . . . . .  9 6 24
Ganino ........... . . . .  5 2 12
L l^ke .............. 0 6
Collins ......... . . . . .  8 4 20
Koritko ......... . . . .  8 6 22
Donoghue ___ . . . .  1 0 2
Riel .............. .. . . .  3 0 6
Hrabstock ___ . . . .  1 1 3
38 19 95
NHC G F P
Liberatore __ ,..  15 12 42
Raslavsky ....... . . . .  5 7 17
Andros ............. . . .  6 2 14
Esposito ....... .. . . .  4 2 10
Nesbit ........... . . . .  3 4 10
Miszuk ........... . . . .  2 1 5
McDermott __ . . . .  0 2 2
Grannis ......... . . . .  1 0 2
Dempsey .......... . . .  3 0 6
39 30 108
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steamroll as the winners scored 
more points after the intermis­
sion than the losers totaled in 
the entire game.
After the dust had cleared, 
the Pioneer wagon contained 6 
gunners in double figures and 
all 9 team members notched at 
least 6 points. Following Col­
lins offensively was Lake with. 
2'), Koritko for 19, Hrabstock 
and Jankovsky 14 each, and 
Donoghue with 13.
The 6 game January bolt 
lifted Sacred Heart University’s 
season slate to 12-3.
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